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Soil nun auftechnologischem Wege sowohl eine Identifizierung des Vertragspartners I Users als auch deswirt. 
schaftlich Berechtigten erfolgen, mUsste der private key kryptographisch in der Lage sein, den wirtschaftlich 
Berechtigten abzubilden. Das wUrde bspw. bedeuten, dass ein Treuhander, der als Verwaltungsrat von Sitz e. 
sellschaften amtet, unterschiedliche private keys haben miisste, namlich, flir jeden wirtschaftlich Berechtig~en 
einen anderen oder aber, dass der private key seiber in der Lage ware, weitere keys oder Anhange von ke\~ 
zu bilden fUr unterschiedliche wirtschaftlich Berechtigte, iihnlich der friiheren Omnibus-Konti, die aufv;r. 
schiedene Berechtigte aufgeschlUsselt wurden. Denkbar wiire auch die Verwendung eines zweiten key.Paare~ 
ahnlich wie es fUr den Zugang von Banksafes zwei SchlUssel braucht. V.E. sind Zweifel angebracht, ob soiche 
Transparenzschritte, wenn und soweit sie technologisch moglich waren, Uberhaupt gewollt sind, da heuteviel. 
fach die Wahrung der Anonymitiit im Vordergrund steht. Gegebenenfalls flihrt das zukUnftig zu einer Gabelung 
der Geschiiftsmodelle in transparente und nicht transparente. 

4.3. Dokumentationspflichten im ZeitaIter von Fin Tech 

Gelingt es nicht oder nur schwerlich, Vertragspartner und wirtschaftlich Berechtigte zu identifizieren, kannder 
Dokumentationspflicht, wie sie heute in Art. 7 GwG verlangt wird, nicht im traditionellen Sinne nachgekom· 
men werden. Das stellt die FINMA und die SRO, die als Auffangbecken diese Finanzintermediare iiberwachen 
mUssen, vor grosse praktische Schwierigkeiten. In jedem Fall ist «Dokumentation», als eine Art digital/rail, 

technologisch undjuristisch neu zu denken und den PrUfgesellschaften und den Aufsichtsorganen, die dieseFi· 
nanzintermediare Uberwachen mUssen, Moglichkeiten zu eroffnen, diese lesbar zu machen und/oder die Inhahe 
mit der gleichen Technologie zu Uberpriifen. Da bleibt aber die niichste Frage, wie (lange) solche Protokolle 
angesichts des technischen Fortschrittes in der jeweiligen Form lesbar bleiben. 

5. Weiterfiihrende Gedanken zum Schluss 
Die vorstehenden Ausflihrungen werfen mehr Fragen auf als dass sie zu Erkenntnissen flihren. Das betri!l\ 
einerseits die Geschaftsmodelle in der Kryptowelt an sich als auch deren praktische Ausgestaltung: 

- Diese rein technologiegesteuerten Geschaftsmodelle und insbesondere die Zahlungsiiberweisungenauf 
blockchainbasierten System en sind auf dem Konzept del' Anonymitat aufgebaut. Bitcoin wurde kon· 
zipiert, urn an den Staaten vorbei transaktionstransparent, aber nutzeranonym, dezentral operieren zu 
konnen. Die Geldwiischereibekiimpfung hingegen kennt seit Jahren als oberstes Credo Transparenzhin· 

sichtlich der beteiligten Personen. Das ist ein Widerspruch per se, der geWst werden muss. 
- Neue Herausforderungen stellen sich deshalb auch bezUglich der Dokumentation: Nummcmkonti, Bar· 

geld, Inhaberaktien, Offshore-Strukturen waren alles Versuche, der Transparenz zu entgehen, ein Kampf, 
der zugunsten einer effektiven Bekiimpfung von Geldwascherei, Terrorismusfinanzierung und Steuer· 
hinterziehen verloren wurde. Soil diese Transparenz auch bei digitalen Transaktionen moglich sein, sind 
neue Modelle der Dokumentation oder gar der Bekiimpfung von Geldwascherei zu entwickeln, die erst 
angedacht werden mUssen. 

Die Frage stehl im Raum, ob diese neuen Geschaftsmodelle auch deshalb entwickelt wurden, um dank Techno
logie und Dezentralisierung diese Anonymitiit wieder zu erhalten und sie dann auch fUr die schwere Kriminali· 
tat im Darknet oder flir Terrorismusfinanzierung zu nutzen. Es wird deshalb fUr den Staat eine Gratwanderu~g, 
wenn er gleichzeitig mit Vehemenz aile Formen von Geldwascherei Terrorismusfinanzierung und Steuerllln· 
terziehung bek1lmpft und auf der anderen Seite unter dem Titel Inn;vationsf6rderung blockchainbasierte Ge· 
sch1lftsmodelle fOrdert. Es bleibt die grosse Herausforderung, dass sich Gesch1iftsmodelle entwickeln k6nncn, 
die technologisch fortschrittlich sind, aber das geltende Recht respektieren. 
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Abstract: A well-designed database supports legal thinking by bringing together the request for infor
mation and the information contained within the documents of the database. Indexing is one 
of the oldest means to achieve this goal, and yet there is still a lot of potential for improve
ment. What is missing is a syntactic structuring of semantic indexing. This is the subject of 
the interdisciplinary project described below, which is currently entering the testing phase. In
spired by the theory offaceted classification, we have built a prototype database containing 
2,500 cases in the areas of administrative law, labour law and the law of obligations. Using 
a controlled vocabulary, we have (manually) indexed such decisions with keywords, assigning 
each one to one of six predefined categories or facets (Person, Action, Thing, Context, Legal 
category and Sanction). In this way. we have formalized the legal essence of the database con
tent in a way that is not unlike an ontology. Our h)pothesis is that our model will improve 
search results,facilitating the search for cases with similar facts and supporting legal thinking 
by revealing connections between facts and legal consequences that co-occur within decisions 
of the database. A further step will be to consider whether our scheme may serve as a toolfor 
the automatic indexing of court decisions. 

1. Introduction 

Thinking (here synonymous with reasoning) involves the processing of information. Legal thinking involves 
the processing of legal and legally relevant infomlation. In this respect, the computer, i.e. the machine that 
specializes in data processing, seems predestined for use in law. Law, i.e. information that can be found in 
st~tut.es, cases and legal litcrature, consists of rules; and legal thinking claims to apply rules. However, legal 
thinking is not merely deductive and legal norms are not rules in the strict, logical sense ofthe word. Although 
a legal argument must be rational to be accepted, it does not fully comply with formal logic (CUMYN 2015, 
at 72-76). Legal rulcs rely on linguistic forms and are characterised by uncertainty, as with all linguistic 
~mmunication. Moreover, many matters are not resolved by a given rule, but the legislator leaves them to the 
Judgment of the courts, to be decided on the basis of deliberately indeterminate legal terms, broad principles 
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or precedents. Finally, the methods for interpreting and applying legal provisions and for deriving rules from 
precedents also lack precision and predictability. 

The non-deductive side of applying the law is characterised by discretion, i.e. the weighing of possible out. 
comes in reaching a decision. Even if it were possible to design an algorithm for that purpose (e.g. ALEXY 

2003, at 443-448, and his «weight formula»), the computer could never replace a human decider, because in 
order to persuade others, a legal decision, in addition to rationality, must show a measure of empathy, of which 
machines are not capable (REINER 2019, at I1.3.c). Yet it is conceivable that computers, thanks to their ability 
to recognize patterns and to learn by themselves, will be able to help decision-makers by processing legal 
documents, such as cases and scholarly works, with a view to suggesting possible arguments and solutions, as 
well as identifying untenable ones as such. 

The potential for preparing or supporting legal decision-making through the use of computers is obvious. In 
fact, the automated application of the law has already crossed the threshold into reality, despite legitimate 
concerns about its ethical implications (RouVROY 2018, at IV, «Un seisme epish:mique»). For instance, the 
German General Tax Act (Abgabenordnung) permits revenue authorities «to use fully automated processes to 
conduct, correct, withdraw, revoke, cancel or amend tax assessments» based on the information at theirdisposaI 
and the data supplied by the taxpayer; this process is actually not a fully automated subsumption because it 
is the taxpayer himself who characterizes his data by selecting the appropriate headings in the standardized 
electronic form. In Canada, the federal government assesses immigration files using a predictive algorithm 
(LING 2018). These examples illustrate the range of automation initiatives, from a formal, rule-based approach 
for typical (<<routine») cases with clearly structured data to one that facilitates the exercise of discretion through 
pattern recognition. 

There already exists extensive, hardly manageable theoretical and practical preliminary work on these topics. 
Research initiatives reached an initial peak in the 1970s (e.g. KILIAN 1974) and then subsided somewha~ 
but in recent years, have picked up again. At first, attempts were made to formalise the application oflegal 
rules, and to reproduce it through computer programming, using a rule-based approach. More recently, the 
preferred approach has been to replicate or assist the non-deductive weighing of possible outcomes through 
pattern recognition. Such research, which in some cases has been carried out with considerable effort (e.g. the 
empirical research by GERATHEWOHL 1987), has not yet fulfilled its promise, and its current applications are 
limited in scope. 

Computer support is undoubtedly most advanced in the area of legal databases, where the challenge is to 
identify and procure relevant legal documents that match a query. This is not to be underestimated, but there 
is still much room for improvement. As we will show, the research interface in a legal database is, or can 
become, much more than just a technical aid. It is our belief that indexing legal documents using facets would 
make valuable information available to the user, enhancing the performance of the database; that it would 
also pave the way for automated indexing; and finally, that it may provide a useful conceptual structure ~or 
the development of AI initiatives in the legal domain. After providing some thoughts on the ways in w~lch 
databases might better support legal thinking, we present our indexing model and prototype and consider 
avenues for automated indexing. 

2. Requirements for a database that supports legal thinking 
2.1. The task of legal research 

Legal databases in their current form increasingly contribute directly to legal thinking. Legal research in 
databases and legal thinking are closely interwoven. It is no coincidence if the term «research» has a dual 
meaning: 

1) Searching for information in a library or database 
2) Scientific research, i.e. exploration and reflection 
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Thinking requires knowledge before it can generate knowledge (KRATHwoHL 2002, at 212, 214, referring to 
the «knowledge dimension» of the revised Bloom's Taxonomy of educational objectives). This also applies 
to the search for information, which is necessarily preceded by an act of thOUght. In this respect, searching 
for information is almost a paradox. If one is looking for information contained in a document, one must 
have a certain idea of the information one is looking for in order to search for documents that contain it 
(ef KUHLTHAU 1991, at 362). Searching is a means of thinking, and conversely thinking is a means of search
ing. If it is possible to recognize the conceptual map of a certain domain and to incorporate it into the struc
ture of the database, search results may be optimized. A faceted classification can help to accomplish this 
task: it creates a uniform grid for asking questions of an unknown document and the information it contains 
(e.g. «Which persons, which actions, which things were involved?»). 

In the legal field, the two meanings of legal research, search for information and exploration/reflection, have 
in common that they aim to accomplish a legal task (in a broad sense). Such a legal task may simply consist of 
searching for a specific document or set of documents that match predefined criteria. For example, one wishes 
to find a case that the Court of Appeal handed down on April lsI 2010 or one is interested in cases awarding 
compensation for pain and suffering due to a concussion. In these examples, the decisive search criteria are 
already included in the task description; therefore no legal thinking is involved. 

Other searches truly require and generate legal knowledge, because they aim at answering a legal question, 
i.e. a question whose answer requires the application of the law, by means of information contained in legal 
documents. Most frequently the user is looking for the legal characterization of certain facts, in order to 
ascertain the legal consequences attached to them. In other situations, the search is for possible facts that 
would generate a desired legal consequence, for example how a disclaimer should be phrased in order to be 
elTective. Faced with a legal issue, the person looking for an answer tries to characterise the issue and/or 
the (real or anticipated) facts underlying the issue in order to determine what elements are missing towards a 
solution. The more experienced the user, the more their search will be targeted to the relevant legal categories 
and concepts representing the authoritative rules. 

Such legal research requires an initial impulse that presupposes structural and conceptual knowledge, i.e. the 
building of a mental model of the topical area (KOMLODI 2002). The information seeker needs to break down 
the question into search terms (unless the database is capable of interpreting a question using natural language, 
which until now works only for very simple questions). Iflegal concepts are used as search tenns, the need for 
structural analysis goes without saying, but even ifusers confine themselves to searching with terms describing 
certain facts, they should at least know or have a feeling for what part of reality is likely to be relevant. (Another 
possibility, the establishment of which is very time-consuming for the database provider, would be an interface 
olTering a linked decision tree based on a number of typical questions.) 

~t~ctural knowledge gained by the user can itself be the result of a search. Quite often, the results of one's 
Jnllial query help to reframe it with the use of different search terms. This can be done either directly by 
~ooking at the results list, or indirectly by reading a few documents selected from the results list. Failures are 
In themselves instructive (<<multi-directionality in information behaviour», GODBOLD 2006), yet they cost time 
and effort. The challenge is to guide users as quickly and as directly as possible to the required information 
a~d to the relevant documents by helping them select the right combination of search terms. That should be the 
aim of computer scientists, information scientists and lawyers working to improve the perfornlance of legal 
databases. 

2.2. The assistance provided by legal databases 

The legal database should assist the user who needs to apply the law in order to solve a legal question or 
problem This· .. . . d· h b d . assistance IS mamly prOVided indirectly through the documents contall1e m t e data ase an 
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delivered to the user. It requires matching the infornlation request of the user with the information contained 
within documents of the database. 

There are two sides from which matching (and legal thinking) can be promoted, from the user's side and from 
the database provider's side. 

I) Sitting in front of the search interface, the user tries to design an effective query. In order to do so, the 
anticipate the possible contents of the documents they are looking for, using distinctive wording (Ie~ 
concepts; relevant elements of fact) and extended (Boolean) search functions. As J. FARRADANE pointed 
out, Boolean logic is «inadequate or misleading for structuring the terms in a question» and «expresses 
accurately only a small part of the relations between [search] terms» with which a user tries to describe 
their thinking (FARRADANE 1979, at 267). 

2) Behind the search interface, the database provider prepares (manually or automatically) the results (doc· 
uments) the user is looking for in such a way that they approach as closely as possible the search terms 
that the user is expected to choose. 

An effective database is one where the mutual anticipation of users and provider converge. The use of an 
index is the traditional method to achieve this goal (cr. PRESTEL 1971, at 51 et seq, comparing empirically 
manual keyword indexing with a full-text system). Commercial databases continue to provide manual semantic 
indexing using keywords (in addition to full-text indexing, which improves the performance of a full·text 
search). The costs involved, and the doubts sometimes expressed concerning the utility of an index, have not 
(yet) discouraged their use (see GROSS et al. 2015). 

By revealing the indexed terms associated with documents of the results list and by showing in short excerpts 
their textual context, the interface itself (including the results list) generates potentially useful infomlation in 
relation to the user's legal question by showing relationships: 

- between search terms in a full-text search; 
- between indexed terms (keywords); 
- between facts and legal consequences; 
- between documents (see the function «searching for similar texts» in the German database juris). 

2.3. The need to improve semantic indexing 

Despite a long tradition oflegal indexing, which goes back centuries, there is still much potential for improve· 
ment. Both formal characteristics relating to the type and origin of a document, and substantive information 
regarding the content or subject-matter of a document, may be represented by index terms. Formal indexing 
is well-developed in the context of legal databases (e.g. deciding authority, jurisdiction, date, file number). 
One cannot say the same of semantic indexing, which in our view is insufficient. In describing the essential 
contents of a document, indexed terms create an additional semantic layer, which can be legal, factual or both, 
thus revealing the relationship between law and reality; but so far, this potential has not been fully exploi~cd. 
Usually, semantic indexing is either not structured at all- the indexer chooses whatever elements they conSider 
important - or it must follow a predefined sequence flowing from the relevant field (subject area) of law. A 
well-known example is Westlaw's «Key Number System», which divides the legal order, in the man~erofa 
textbook or manual with multiple levels, into individual areas and aspects to which it assigns approximately 
100.000 searchable numbers. 
Wh t' .. . fl'b t' indexing a IS mlssmg IS a eXI Ie syntactic-functional structuring (<<syntactization») of seman IC . 
(SCHWEIGHOFER / LACHMEYER 2017, at 2). Our research program investigates the use of facets to achle~e 
that aim. It is hoped that semantic indexing using facets will enable users to design targeted searches and \1'111 

present more clearly the information that the interface itself generates. The co-occurrence of indexed tennS 
'thO th d·tli d f ns between WI mel erent ocuments of the database is not random: it represents meaningful connee 10 
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concepts. Every case may be indexed using a set of terms that grasp its core content, i.e. content that is legally 
significant, in sueh a way that it follows a train of legal thought albeit in simple, reduced form. 

3. A new approach to indexing using facets 

3.1. Presentation of the approach 

Inspired by the theory of faceted c1assi fication, we have developed an indexing model that follows a content 
grid of six predefined categories (or facets in a broad sense) (CUMYN et al. 2018). This structure represents 
the «grammar» ortega I information contained in documents of the database, Our hypothesis is that this model 
will facilitate the search for cases with similar facts (as regards the relevant law) and support legal thinking 
by revealing connections between facts, legal categories and sanctions that co-occur within decisions of the 

database. 
In order to test our approach, we have built a Web application prototype with Python programming language 
and the Django framework. The application, that serves both as an indexing tool and database, contains 2,500 
cases from Quebec (written in French for the most part) in the areas of administrative law, labour law and 
the law of obligations. Using a controlled and structured vocabulary (thesaurus, c.r. ISO 25964-1 :20 II (E), 

at 2.62) developed (in French) incrementally under the supervision of an expert librarian, we have manually 
indexed each case. The thesaurus contains scope notes and basic semantic relations: broader term, narrower 
tenn,preferred term, non-preferred term (for synonyms) and related term. At the time of indexing, keywords 
(drawn from the thesaurus) are assigned to the appropriate facets in the case content description. The indexing 
tool provides a basic search interface so that indexers can visualize the indexing of prior cases. Indexing 
has been completed, and our model is now entering the testing phase (for details see CUMYN et al 2018, at 
885-886). 

Faceted classification and indexing schemes are not new, even in law. The method and the theory of facet 
analysis were conceived by the Indian mathematician and librarian S. R. RANGANATHAN (1892-1972), inspired 
by the emergence of specialized, micro, and interdisciplinary subjects, with which existing classifications 
were unable to cope (SATIJA 2017, at 292). Developed in the 1920s, RANGANATHAN's theory formed the 
basis for tile Colon Classification, published in seven editions from 1933 to 1987 (see SATIJA 2017, at 291). 
According to RANGANATHAN, every subject matter or unit of knowledge can be broken down according to five 
fundamental, broad and mutually exclusive categories, which he originally called «train of characteristics» 
and later «facets» and which he arranged pursuant to their «decreasing concreteness» as follows (the so-called 
PM~ST formula): I) Eersonality (entities or things), 2) Matter (materials or constituents ofthings), 3) Energy 
(aClions or activities), 4) §Pace, and 5) lime (see the «Postulates» I and 2 of Facet Analysis, RANGANATHAN 
1959, at 67 et seq, 37). 

RANGANATHAN'S facets, which one can think of as aspects or dimensions of a topic, revolutionized the field 
of knowledge organization thanks to the Classification Research Group (CRG) founded in the United King
do~ in 1952. As explained by V. BROUGHTON, who later became a member of the group herself, «[t]he real 
gemus of the CRG lies in its shaping of facet analysis as a generalised methodology for information retrieval» 
(BROUGHTON 2011, «Conclusion »). In 1955, the CRG published an interim report stating that «[t]he terms 
subsumed under a given genus [ ... ] are not all derived from that· genus by differentiation using a single char
acteristic of d' .. IVISton», but that they «can be sorted into groups or facets, each of which is derived from that 
~enus by a different characteristic». They concluded that «[i]n order adequately to display the linkage of re
~ted t~rms it is necessary to have faceted classification schedules» (eRG 1955, at 2) and without admitting 
fi e eXistence of five fundamental categories they recognized «that the use of a provisional set of categories -
o:ulated by practical examination of certain subject fields - is helpful in making a first approach to other 

su ~ects» (at 9). The 2nd edition (1977) of the Bliss Bibliographic Classification is the example of a «uni
versal system of bibliographic classification built on the facet analytical principles developed by the CRG» 
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(BROUGHTON 200 I, at 74). RANGANATHAN'S original facets were there expanded to 13 categories representin 
a «production process», and being «particularly suitable for the analysis and organization oftenns in technOI~ 
ogy»: Thing/entity, Kind, Part, Propel1y, Material, Process, Operation, Patient, Product, By-product, Agen~ 
Space and Time (BROUGHTON 200 I, at 79; CUMYN et a!. 2018, at 884). 

The universalist ambition of faceted classification suggests that it should be extended to the legal domain. but 
so far only a few attempts were made. After participating in the CRG, BROUGHTON sought to implement the 
Bliss Classification in the legal documentation (BROUGHTON 20 I 0, at 37-40). Her goal was to design a new 
list of subject headings such as one finds in library catalogues, using the CRG's facets. Assuming that «[iln the 
context of any given subject field, usually only a smaller number of the categories are relevant» (BROUGHTOS 

2010, at 37), she defined the following «five significant» facets in law: Jurisdictions (Space), Substantive 
law (Thing; Personality), Legal practice and procedure (Process and Operation; Energy), Attributes and 
principles 0/ law, Jurisprudence (Property; Matter), and a residual category named Common subdivisions 
that includes Agents and Time. As we have indicated in brackets, each one of these facets can be traced to the 
CRG's and RANGANATHAN'S schemes. We are not aware that this system has been implemented in practice. 

In a similar vein, Sweet & Maxwell, a British legal publisher, has created a «Legal Taxonomy» for structuring 
its indexers' thesaurus in accordance with the principles of facet analysis (SCOTT I SMITH 2010, at 217). The 
terms to be classified were drawn from an index designed for legal periodicals. The scheme is intended to be 
used for all the publisher's printed and online publications relating to English law, including WestlawUK. The 
new classification has been successfully implemented. The taxonomy, which is updated regularly. is available 
online (http://2.sweetandmaxwell.co.uklonline/taxonomyl).Itis unusual in that top-level tenns designate III 
hierarchized legal subject areas ranging from «accountancy» to «water law», which it is said should not stray 
«too far from some of the matura!> divisions of subject matter» (SCOTT I SMITH 20 I 0, at 219). Facets are 
introduced within each subject area, with a view to making its internal structure more consistent and predictable 
for indexers and users alike. Twenty «standard facets» are identified for that purpose: A/lributes. Courls. 
Civil procedure rules, Documents, Entities, Events and actions, Judgments and orders, Liabilities. Markets. 
Notices and orders, Payments, Persons, Place, Policies, Powers rights and duties, Principles. Statements. 
Time, Tribunals, Vitiating/actors (SCOTT I SMITH 20 I 0, at 219). 

The manner in which facet analysis was applied to the legal domain by BROUGHTON and by Sweet & Maxwell 
does not fulfil the promise of faceted schemes; nor do they meet our requirements, for several reasons. The 
hierarchical classification of subject headings proposed by BROUGHTON is rigid, whereas faceted schemes 
are supposed to be flexible (KWASNIK 1999, at 39-41). Sweet & Maxwell provide flexibility by allowing 
the same terms to be repeated within each subject area, and sometimes under more than one facet, but the 
resulting taxonomy is over-developed and redundant, whereas a classification scheme should be economical. 
Moreover, Sweet & Maxwell's use of subject areas as top terms encourages users to limit their search to a given 
subject area, whereas facets ought to promote different perspectives or points of entry (HUDON I EL HADl2010, 
at 24), Many legal questions cut across subject areas, and a legal database, especially one that embraces facet 
analysis, should engage jurists to think outside the silo of a given practice area or specialisation. 

In addition, BROUGHTON and Sweet & Maxwell worked with existing lists of subject headings and index tenn~ 
and applied facet analysis to the underlying concepts without addressing their nature or function. Concepts 
used by lawyers are often ambiguous in that they relate simultaneously or alternatively to a set of facts on the 
one hand or to a legal category. defined as a set of rules, on the other (CUMYN I GOSSELIN 2016, at 335-338). 
For example, there may have been a theft: this is a description of the facts. Different legal consequences may 
follow: one might apply the criminal law relating to theft, or one might turn to labour law. property la~, the law 
of insurance, etc., depending on the legal question one has to answer in relation to the facts. We discovered 
that applying facet analysis to the names of legal categories is both difficult and confusing. However,"~ 
also found that applying facet analysis to the facts of each case is not only feasible, it appears to highlight 
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relevant infonnation about the case. A related point is that traditional legal indexes and classifications favour 
the use of abstract legal concepts over those that merely describe the facts. Thus we came to develop our 
own indexing scheme based on facet analysis of the cases themselves and consequently, we created our own 
controlled vocabulary, instead of relying on existing thesauri. To clarify the use of concepts, which, like theft, 
may represent either the facts of a case or applicable rules of law, we created separate categories (or facets 
in a broad sense) for dealing with the factual elements of a case and the legal consequences that follow. This 
also reflects the structure of legal thinking outlined above: answering a legal question frequently requires the 
characterisation of certain facts, i.e. identifying the legal categories that may apply to such facts; or in reverse, 
knowing the facts that would trigger the application of a given legal category. 

Finally, facets are commonly used as a browsing tool, and this is arguably their most attractive feature. if one 
is designing the search interface of a database. Faceted search interfaces allow the user to filter results by 
selecting from the set of indexed terms (labels. cf HEARST 2006, at 26) associated with each facet. To be 
effective, facets must be intuitive and limited in number. 

We found RANGANATHAN' s PMEST formula to be the simplest and the most intuitive. We noted its similarity 
with Gaius' famous tripartite division, well-known to all Western legal systems. Gaius declared that «all our 
law is about persons, things or actions» (/nstitUliones, 1.8, http://www.thelatinlibrary.comlgaiusl.html#8; also 
see BIRKS 1997, at 5). For RANGANATHAN, persons and things belong to the facet Personality, but in law, the 
distinction is so fundamental that it is necessary to provide separate facets. After experimenting with various 
schemes, we arrived at the following six facets: 

- Person: a natural or legal person, body or entity that has decision-making authority (e.g. lawyer, farm 
worker, Ministry of Justice, committee). 

- Action: an act, activity or decision that is governed by law or that has legal consequences (e.g. accident, 
sale, dismissal). 

- Thing: a tangible or intangible, concrete or abstract entity that is subject to a legal framework or protected 
by law; typically. the object of litigation or the instrument of an action (e.g. car, deed, licence). 

- Context: an additional element that is essential for the treatment of a legal problem with respect to time 
and place or regarding the character of a thing or action, including a cause or consequence (e.g. delay, 
age, deficiency). 

The above are facets in the narrow sense, since they are derived from RANGANATHAN'S scheme. Like his 
fundamental facets, they are intended to grasp humans' perception of reality. The facets capture the factual 
basis of a case in its legally relevant dimensions, since the law regulates the conduct of persons with respect 
to things. The systematic and structured indexing of facts and acts that form the basis for legal judgments and 
the ability to mark them as facts is a novelty in legal databases (for a similar proposal by a German author see 
~OELLER 1993, at 184, who suggests that the search interface of the German database juris should be divided 
mto two fields, one for «legal searches» and one for «factual searches»). In this way, our system responds to 
the needs of users in the computer age who, thanks to the full text search, are inclined to look for cases using 
facts rather than legal concepts (STRAUCH 2017, at 605-609; see also CUMYN et al. 2018, at 883). 

The last two facets (in a broad sense) are devoted to legal consequences: 

- Legal categOlY: a concept referring to a set of rules or precedents, typically found in a statute or part of 
a statute, a leading case or a line of case law (e.g. assignment of claim. right to counsel). 

- Sanction: remedy, compensation, punishment or other form of relief resulting from the application of 
legal rules (e.g. punitive damages, interlocutory injunction). 

The latter are facets only in a broad sense, because they belong entirely to the legal domain and do not reflect 
any of the facets envisioned by RANGANATHAN or the CRG. They resemble the classifications oflegal concepts 
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which one finds in conventional databases, or the subject areas of Sweet & Maxwell. However, they are more 
homogenous and less ambiguous, since they do not refer to the facts of a case, but describe only the legal 
consequences attached to the facts, which are represented by the above-mentioned facets in the narrow sense. 
Our decision to distinguish legal categories and sanctions is based on the special importance of the latter. Legal 
questions are often questions about applicable - solicited or feared - sanctions. Then it may be advisable to 
start by searching for legal rules that impose those sanctions. 

3.2. The grammar analogy: a syntax of legal information 

Our facets mediate between the experts in knowledge organization and lawyers' own understanding of their 
discipline (CUMYN et al. 2018, at 885). They bring together GAlUS' famous tripartite division and RAN. 

GANATHAN'S PM EST formula (see the comparative table, id). The scheme is so simple, that it might even 
seem trivial, yet it is hoped that this will make it intuitive and easy to grasp for users. It is interesting that 
facet analysis find~ a parallel in linguistics, especially in grammar (cf MANIEZ 1999, at 252-253), broadly 
defined as the whole system of rules or procedures that make up a given language. This will be explained 
using RANGANATHAN'S scheme. 

The PMEST facets correspond to four dimensions or functions on which numerous languages are built. They 
are represented by the word types «noun», «verb», «adjective», and «adverb»: 

- Personality::::: noun 
- Energy::::: verb 
- Matter::::: adjective 
- Time::::: adverb 
- Space::::: adverb. 

Surely this comparison should not be taken literally. Index terms assigned to all five facets are nouns, in 
accordance with accepted standards regarding the construction of thesauri (see ISO 25964-1-2011, at 6.3.1). 
The distinction between the four word types seems to be based on a similar perception of reality as the one 
underlying the distinction between facets P, M, E and TIS. There are entities or things (<<Personalities») that 
are the subject of an assertion. They are usually expressed by nouns.There are actions, processes, changes 
(<<Energy») that are not exclusively, but best expressed by verbs.There are properties and qualities that adhere 
to the entities or things and describe their state (<<Matter»). They are not exclusively, but best expressed by 
adjectives.The facets of Space and Time finally express circumstances that contextualise the assertion. They 
are not exclusively, but best expressed by the word type «adverb». 

Let us illustrate this with an example. The assertion «Last week, Gill damaged her computer when she slipped 
on an icy sidewalk» can be broken down as follows (cf CUMYN et al. 2018, at 884): 

(I) Personality: Gill, computer 
(2) Matter: icy 
(3) Energy: slip. damage 
(4) Space: sidewalk 
(5) Time: last week 

h id be nothing ad I.: «Gill» and «computeI')) are nouns, and (in contrast to «sidewalk» and «week») t ey cou .). 
but nouns due to their function, because their character as entities (in the broad sense of «personality» ISS 

d' d d the proces crucial here. ad 2.: <dcy» is an adjective. ad 3.: To «slip» and to «damage» are verbs, an III ee Id Iso 
or action (<<energy») of slipping and the associated damaging are crucial to the assertion. Ol~e cO~i: is 
write: «Gill's slipping damaged her computer». Then «slipping» would be a noun; however, thiS wo Ster 

. . . .. I Id ay' «The COOlpU somewhat artifiCial, because here a process IS to be expressed. In additIOn, one a so cou s . the 
. rt' n because IS damaged.» Then «damaged» would be an adjective, but it would not be the same asse 10 , 
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emphasis would no longer be on causation (action), but on the state of the computer. ad 4. and 5.: The 
assignment is self-explanatory. The words «sidewalk» and (last) «week» are nouns, but they are part of an 
adverbial phrase. whose function it is to describe the circumstances. not the core assertion. 

Assuming the assertion «Last week. Gill damaged her computer when she slipped on an icy sidewalk» were to 
describe the factual basis for a claim in damages by Gill against the municipality. it would be indexed using the 
following concepts. according to our model (we refer in square brackets to terms drawn from our controlled 

vocabulary): 

- Person: not applicable (there is nothing legally relevant to say about Gill) 
- Action: fall [chute), breakage [bris) 
- Thing: computer [ordinateur) 
- Context: slippery surface [surface glissante), sidewalk [trottoir) 
- Legal category: civil liability (public authority) [responsabilite civile (autorite publique») 
- Sanction: compensation damages [dommages interc~ts compensatoires) 

It is no coincidence if the six questions that journalists are trained to ask when covering a story (who, what. 
when. where. why. how) are reminiscent of the PMEST formula. In her best-selling coursebook on legal 
research, A. SLOAN (2018, at 27) notes that users, when presented with a set of facts. tend to use the six jour
nalistic questions to generate a list of search terms (cf the popular formula in German legal education « Wer will 
was von wem woraus?»). It is also possible to categorize the relevant information by identifying the parties. 
places and things involved. the potential claims and defences. and the relief sought by the complaining party 
(SLOAN 2018. at 27-28). Our model responds to the structure oflegal research by ensuring that corresponding 
ke)words are used to index legal documents. and that the search interface reflects a similar structure. 

Comparing RANGANATHAN'S scheme with the four functionally comparable facets of our model that describe 
the facts, it can be seen that we have refrained from giving the dimensions of time and space a prominent 
position and have instead created a single facet named «Context» for all circumstances that complete the 
action in accordance with the linguistic adverb function (if legally relevant). In contrast, we have divided the 
Personality facet ofthe PMEST formula into the two facets Person and Thing. because the distinction between 
persons (subjects) and things (objects) plays a decisive role in law. This view is confirmed by our observation 
that terms assigned to Person and Th ing could not be anything other than nouns, unlike the terms of other facets 
which could easily be convel1ed into verbs. adjectives and adverbs. Linguistically speaking we integrated the 
level of cases (casi) into the structure in addition to the word types: Person corresponds to the subject in the 
grammatical sense, Thing to the object. But here again. the comparison should not be taken too literally. In the 
sentence «A beats up X for no reason» X is grammatically seen an (accusative) object. nevertheless we would 
index the victim X not under Thing, but under Person. From a legal point of view. people are always subjects, 
not objects. However. we had considered distinguishing between perpetrators and victims and dividing the 
Person facet accordingly. but finally rejected this idea for practical reasons. 

4. Potential for automatic indexina 
b 

A further step will be to consider whether our model may serve as a tool for the (semi-)automatic text-based 
and ontology-based keyword extraction and semantic indexing of cases. Both supervised and unsupervised 
data " minIng techniques can be considered. 

There have already been numerous attempts to develop systems for the automatic indexing of (legal) texts 
(see e.g. KORYCINSKI I NEWELL 1990; FRANCESCONI et af. (eds.) 2010. Part 3; GOOERT 2013; see also patent 
Us 7,840.524 B2 of November 23.2010). So far. this has not been achieved in a generally convincing way. 
Many established editors continue to use human indexing (albeit computer-assisted), despite its cost. because 
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fully automated indexing does not yet meet their standards. Where the search process is humanly curated, it 
delivers better results (NEVELOW MART 2013, at 43, comparing Westlaw and Lexis). 

However, we believe that our faceted indexing scheme otTers an advantage over unstructured indexing in the 
process of automation. Faceted arrangement of knowledge elements can promote the modelling of semantic 
knowledge (GODERT 2014, at 129, 131). The existence of a semantic indexing scheme, organised by well. 
defined facets together with a controlled vocabulary, and the degree of normalization it ensures reduces ambi. 
guities, reveals similarities among documents and could make indexing more predictable for the self.learning 
mechanisms of the system. The algorithm perhaps thus better knows what to look for in the document and 
which index term to use (or to recommend). The sample of 2,500 cases currently included in our prototype 
is probably not sufficient to support the machine learning required for automatic indexing. However, our 
detailed indexing policy would facilitate expansion of the existing sample by adding and manually indexing 
further cases. 

In any case, the 2,500 sets of manually attributed index terms are valuable in themselves. They formalize 
the legal essence of the database content in a matrix (or template) that is not unlike a (light) legal ontology, 
revealing statistically analyzable information about the relationships between the terms and the concepts they 
represent, depending on the facets to which they belong (c! SCHWEIGHOFER 2009). Indeed, we intend to ana· 
Iyze this matrix using statistical tools in order to reveal patterns and correlations. For example, it is conceivable 
that the assignment of certain index terms to one facet will correlate significantly with the assignment of other 
terms to another facet. It is also conceivable that clusters of indexed terms will emerge, because they co-occur 
significantly. It is also planned 

- to analyze the dataset according to a probabilistic topic modelling approach (for topic modelling oflegal 
texts see e.g. LIVERMORE el al. 2017), 

- to compare its distinctive verbal pattern with our faceted scheme and with the analysis of the indexing 
matrix 

- and possibly to create a supervised version of the used topic model combining it with the indexed dataset 
as a training corpus with multi-label data (c.! RUBIN et al. 2012, at 161-162). 

Our first probabilistic topic modelling experiments were quite encouraging. Finally, it might be interesting 
to compare our model using humanly predefined (static) facets with the approach of DAKKA and IPEIROTIS, who 
experimented with the extraction of automatically generated facets from newspaper articles 
(DAKKA ! IPEIROTIS 2008). Such findings could be incorporated into an algorithm for (semi-)automatic in· 
dexing. 
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Abstract: The digitalization of information is transforming the way we live and creating many new busi
ness models. Digitalization is also taking place in the legal domain. Legal documents, such as 
contracts and general terms and conditions, are produced thousands of times a day due to nu
merous online contract generators, e-commerce platforms, banks and insurance companies. As 
a result, computer-aided legal reasoning has become an attractive research area. The purpose 
of this research is to investigate the applicability of active machine learning and binary legal 
text classification in order to detect sentences, providing a statement about the ineffectiveness 
ofaclause. 

1. Introduction 
The way we live has been changing due to the digitization of infonnation, as well as it has been creating 
~any new business models. Autonomous cars, internet of things, social media and artificial intelligence are 
Just examples for a few trending technologies that make heavily use of digitally available data. In 2016, 16.1 
~ettabyte (ZB) of data were generated worldwide. According to estimates. 80% of the newly generated data 
I~ unstructured [RAGHAVANETAL et al. 2004).1 By the year 2025, the amount of data generated is expected to 
nse up to 163 ZB [REINSEL et al. 2017]. 

?ue 10 this increase of available unstructured data, and the enhanced capabilities of algorithms and comput
Ing power, the demand for automated data processing. e.g. text classification, pattern finding and knowledge 
extraction, is increasing and has become an important area for research [KHAN et al. 2010]. One measure of 
progress in machine learning (ML) is the significant amount of existing real-world applications, like speech 
recognition, compuler vision. robot control and accelerating empirical sciences [MITCHELL 2006]. Past re
search has shown the successful application of various ML classification algorithms on text-based data. 

~~:-~-------------See https'llw\VW 'b . d 4J . .1 1Il.com/blogsiwatsonl2016/05Ibiggest-data-chullcnges-might.not·even·know (all websltes Illst accessc on 
anuary 2019). 
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Jusletter IT abgerufen werden. 

Besonderer Dank gebUhrt Karoline Grauer, Editions Web law, fur ihre umsichtige und engagierte 
Untersrutzung des Publikationsprozesses. 

Wir hoffen, dass dieser Tagungsband in gedruckter und in elektronischer F oml mit ahnlichem 
Interesse aufgenommen wird wie die Tagungsbande der VOIjahre! 

Wien, Bern und Rovaniemi, im Februar 2019 
Erich Schweighofer, Franz Kummer und Ahti Saarenpaa 
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